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Brand-Brand Relational Moments

Abstract
Marketing has evolved from being mainly transactional-based to relationship driven. As social
media platforms facilitated a two-way communication channel between brands and consumers,
they also made it possible for brands to have their own conversations. In fact, such brand-brand
conversations are found on Twitter and are increasingly going viral as followers become
intrigued and excited around such creative brand exchanges. Interestingly enough, when nonhuman brands engage in relational moments, they forge even further their brand personalities
and become highly anthropomorphized by their followers. These relational moments present
high risks and opportunities for companies and are still under-researched. Through a qualitative
approach using an inductive thematic analysis to analyze a total of 17,136 comments from
brand followers on Twitter, the research studies brand-brand conversations leading to the
typology of such relational moments. The findings map 6 brand-brand relational moments
alongside the different inherent strategies, objectives, and desired outcomes from such
conversations. This research is among the first to establish the grounds for a brand-brand
relationship alongside a typology for such relational moments. While most of the literature
focus on relational building between brands and consumers, this research shows that brandbrand relationship moments could be an influencing factor on consumers’ brand perceptions.
Keywords: Brand management; Brand-brand relationship; social media; marketing strategy; Twitter

Introduction
Relationship standards have for all intents and purposes substituted short-term trade ideas in
both marketing thought (Webster 1992) and habit (Peppers and Rogers 1993), depositing what
has been viewed as a change in perspective for the field all in all (Deighton 1996). Relationship
marketing has been widely discussed in the extant literature, whether from a business-business
(B2B) (e.g. Berry 1983; Crosby et al. 1990; Dwyer et al. 1987; Hunt 1983; Morgan and Hunt
1994; Ulaga and Eggert 2006; Wilson 1995), brand-consumer (B2C) (e.g. Duncan and
Moriarty 1998; Fournier 1998; Fournier and Yao 1997; Grönroos 1997; Gummesson 1987;
Harker and Egan 2006; Webster 1992), consumer-consumer (Pitta and Fowler 2005; Pons et
al. 2006; Zhu and Zhang 2010), retailer-consumer (Keeling et al. 2013; Coutelle-Brillet et al.
2014; Farah et al. 2019), technology-consumer (Dai 2015; Huang et al. 2014; Farah and
Ramadan 2017; Farah et al. 2018; Ramadan 2019), or social community platform-consumer
(Bateman et al. 2011; Hayes et al. 2016; Ramadan et al. 2018; Abosag et al. 2019) perspective.
With social media’s dominance as a communication channel, consumer-brand
relationships in particular became highly sought after as consumers became able to interact
with and connect with brands as if they were living persons in the different online brand

communities (Labrecque 2014). Brand communities form around brands that possess a strong
position and that are known to have been competing for a long time (Muñiz and Hamer 2001).
Advocates emerge from such communities mainly from the brand association and not
specifically of the usage or ownership of the brand (Bhattacharya and Sen 2003). Even more
so, opposing community members define themselves by who they are not and not necessarily
by who they actually are (Muñiz and Schau 2005). This increases a brand’s referent power base
which in turn, increases the consumer’s consumption behavior.
For a relationship to genuinely exist, reliance between accomplices must be apparent,
in the sense of, the accomplices must affect, characterize, and rethink the relationship (Hinde
1979). It is not a difficult task for consumers to consistently personify inanimate brand objects
(Aaker 1997), in considering brands as though they were human characters (Plummer 1985),
or in expecting the point of view of the brand so as to express their very own relationship views
(Blackston 1993). At their center, connections are purposive: they include and structure
meanings in a human’s life (Hinde 1995). As brands become highly personified, every aspect
of their conversational endeavors would become relevant and determinant on the consumerbrand relationship.
One brand behavioral aspect that is rapidly growing and that is yet to be fully researched
is the brand-brand conversational encounter on social media. Such encounters are increasingly
becoming viral as well as intriguing and exciting to consumers who are massively re-sharing
them and commenting on them online. Examples of such conversational moments include
Burger King asking Wendy’s out for the prom night, Ikea providing its help and support to its
neighboring Extra Stores which had a major in-store fire, and Hulu and Netflix engaging in
virtual bullying over online streaming. These “non-human” conversational behaviors are
mainly conducted on the popular micro-blogging social networking site, Twitter. While these
relational moments, whether based on animosity or friendship, potentially present high risks
and opportunities for companies, they are still under-researched. Accordingly, this study seeks
to explore further the brand-brand relationship notion and to establish a typology of such
relational moments.
Brand-Consumer Relationships
It is crucial to understand and use established consumer-brand bonds in a market where
unpredictability, decreasing product differentiation, and increasing pressure on competition are
taking over (Fournier and Yao 1997). Indeed, creating, maintaining, and enhancing
relationships with consumers is considered to be highly beneficial for both customers and firms

(Berry 1983; Hunt 1983; Morgan and Hunt 1994). What differentiates relationships are the
types of bonds that join participants together (Mrad 2018; Cui et al. 2018). These might be
substantively grounded or emotionally based, extending in force from shallow effect to basic
liking, cordial warmth, energetic love, and addictive fixation (Fehr and Russell 1991; Rasul
2016; Mrad and Cui 2017).
Brands have become important in helping to create a consumer identity that is closely
related to the brand. Indeed, consumers are more likely to consider a brand that matches them
so that they can express themselves fully and authentically (Tuškej et al. 2013; Mrad et al.
2018). Nonetheless, a distinction has to be highlighted between personal and social
identification when it comes to the function of a brand. A personal identification is when
consumers identify with a certain brand and develop a bond with it, while social identification
is the brand’s ability to be a communication instrument that allows consumers to join or stand
out of groups of individuals (Del Rio et al. 2001). In the minds of consumers, brands are
humanized and so they give a symbolic meaning as well as a social and cultural value (Loureiro
2013; Itani et al. 2019). Accordingly, a brand personality is based upon a collection of
emotional, cognitive, and behavioral patterns that are special and unique to a specific brand
over a consistent period of time, helping it to stand out in certain defining characteristics over
any other brand (Aaker 1997).
Nonetheless, brand-consumer relationships are critiqued in that as brands are thought
to be inanimate objects that cannot think or feel, they would hence lack a meaningful
reciprocity with individual consumers (Bengtsson 2003). In fact, due to the nature of the oneto-many conversational pattern between brands and consumers, brands are expected to respond
in a highly standardized manner, thus, they cannot be considered as meaningful active
relationship partners (Bengtsson 2003). Unilateral feelings are another concern in brandconsumer relationships, whereby concepts such as love and commitment are seen to be mainly
emanating from consumers toward brands in a one-directional way. Furthermore, as brands are
inanimate objects, they are considered to be a reflection of the consumption moment rather
than the end purpose by themselves (Belk 1988). These critiques have been however refuted in
the literature as well as through the advance in online conversational technologies with the
advent of Web 2.0 and its rapid development after the year 2004 (Valos et al. 2016; Onete et
al. 2017).
Indeed, a brand’s personality is further accentuated in online based brand-consumer
conversations (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2010). With the advent of Web 2.0 and social media, not
only have brands taken advantage of it to interact with their existing customers and attract new

ones, but it shifted the communication flow from a centralized model to an active user
participation (Mazurek 2009). Indeed, social media has changed the internet from a platform
for providing information, to that of which provides influence (Labrecque 2014; Abu Khzam
and Lamaa 2018). The buying behavior of consumers are shaped from the influence of
communications done through social media (Ramadan and Farah 2017). Consumers are no
longer passive recipients but rather have become content creators and active communicators
(Onete et al. 2017). Also, it is believed that when consumers are connected on social media
through social ties in a community, they buy more, increasing overall companies’ sales
especially in presence of sales people using social media based CRM (Saboo et al. 2016;
Agnihotri et al. 2017; Itani et al. 2017). Web 2.0 can be considered as the people’s web since
consumer generated content are more easily shared rather than traditional marketing messages;
this is because people tend to trust their peers more than they would a corporation. Most of
what is said about companies on social platforms will probably not have been said by the brand
itself which shows the power of consumers’ reviews (Demailly 2008). Therefore, some brands
have begun to use and encourage these consumer generated contents by collaborating with
them (Chrisodoulides 2009).
Brand-consumer relationships are based on a complex web of components that include
brand image, likeability, trust, and association, that are themselves affected by social influence
factors such as interaction, similarity, strength of tie and eWOM on online platforms (Palmatier
et al. 2006; Walker 2008; Valos et al. 2016; Ramadan 2018; Nieroda 2018). What makes such
relationships more peculiar is the high anthropomorphization of brands through their
behavioral endeavors on social media. One particular intriguing developing pattern in this area
is the non-human brand-brand relation that is altering the marketing landscape.
Brand-Brand Relations
In the business world, competition is inevitable as well as important since it also serves as an
effective tool to help businesses grow and improve. Competition drives companies to stand out
and provide quality products and services that would appeal to customers (Aaker 2003). On
the other hand, brand alliances such as co-branding, brand licenses and cross-marketing have
also become an important part of business strategies (Desai and Keller 2002). Indeed, such
collaborations can lead to brands broadening their consumer categories, reducing their costs,
gaining exposure, and increasing their sales and profits (Tamble 2018). Brands have realized
that by working with other brands, they can actually create more excitement towards existing
segments or establish awareness over new ones (Escalas and Bettman 2003).

Through social media, brand managers are scoping out their competitors’ activities to
learn about their weaknesses and strengths as well as find out what it is that consumers are
responding to (Renner 2017). Social media facilitates brands to interact and provide services
to consumers whenever and wherever they may be, adding through this an extra layer to the
competition between brands (Gurd 2018). Indeed, social media helps brands connect better,
whether that is with consumers directly or with other brands, for the same purpose on gaining
exposure. Conversations on social media help brands connect with consumers, as well as show
off their personality and intertwine creativity (Romo et al. 2017). In fact, brands are encouraged
to become part of existing conversations as well as to connect with consumers (Edgecomb
2017).
Not only are brand managers strategizing on how to connect with consumers using
social media, but they are also increasingly connecting with one another as well. Whether it is
friendly, playful or based on mockery, the aim is to gain recognition and attention from users
of social platforms (Delo 2013). When it first became a new concept, many brand managers
were hesitant and attempted to avoid venturing into such types of social media banters.
Nonetheless, some brand managers have decided to take on the risk as today it has been
received with mostly positive results from Twitter users (Parish 2013). Despite the shift in
preference to social platforms like Snapchat and Instagram, Twitter has remained one of the
most effective platforms for brand handlers to show off their wit and personalities, giving them
the ability to gain popularity and respect (Frimpong 2017). Looking back, brand rivalry was
always divided, and traditional competition prevented any sort of interactions with one another
for the purpose of wanting to gain consumers to themselves (Berendt et al. 2018). Today,
competition has taken a completely different turn where brands not only acknowledge one
another through the acts of their brand strategists, but they engage in friendly banter in public
settings (Ratcliff 2014). This is why brand managers for big brands have resorted to Twitter,
which is the main social media platform that contains an environment most suitable for such
conversations (Kagalwala 2017). Indeed, brands no longer compete based on the ability to pay
for large campaigns as they can now use social media alongside an effectual marketing
planning approach that has been deemed as an equalizer for marketers (Ramadan et al. 2018).
When brand managers use the brand’s social media accounts to share a given set of brand
personality and humor, it takes away the negativity and mistrust that a lot of people feel about
company posts on social media (Bernazzani 2018). In fact, one of the most important features
of non-human brand-brand relationships is reciprocity. As non-human brands seem to engage
in one-to-one dialogues in front of millions of followers, reciprocity and animated debates

ensuing from human-like personalities anthropomorphize even further these said inanimate
objects.
Nevertheless, it is important that each situation is studied before any brand response
could be done so as to avoid any negative reactions that may not be welcomed in certain given
situations (Fisher 2018). In fact, some conversational forms, such as humor and ridicule, are
giving rise to fierce oppositional rivalry (Ewing et al. 2013). In some cases, the brand
identification is so strong amongst consumers that rivalry turns into a feeling of outrage
(Converse and Reinhard 2016). While the heated communication between customers of
competing brands was found to benefit brands by building interest in their products (Libai et
al. 2009), consumers were also found to be entertained while further identifying themselves
with one another through the inter-consumer brand rivalries (Muñiz and O'Guinn 2001).
Indeed, social transmission between consumers, or what is commonly known as a consumerconsumer relationship, is vastly influenced by emotions (Berger and Milkman 2012).
Consumers were actually found that they would be more likely to share content when it evoked
a heightened amusement or anger. This is mainly linked to consumers’ high-arousal emotions
and ensuing brand experience (Berger and Milkman 2012). In fact, consumers are usually
interested in sharing entertaining, surprising and interesting content that turns to be viral
(Berger 2011; Berger and Schwartz 2011). It is hence not surprising to see that companies are
using their brand-brand conversations in order to generate viral content across social networks.
Interestingly enough, the literature shows that negative emotions can increase social
transmission among consumers (Berger and Milkman 2012), which some brands are translating
into fierce and aggressive postings with other competing brands.
Methodology
The research approach of this study is qualitative whereby an inductive thematic analysis was
used to identify and analyze themes in the data collected (Boyatzis 1998; Braun and Clarke
2006; Sayre 2001). The data was collected from Twitter which is one of the leading microblogging social networking sites with more than 320 million monthly active users (Statista
2018). The selection of Twitter is due to the wide usage of this platform by brands and their
followers, as well as the immediacy of the distribution and proliferation of the tweeted message
(Al Shehhi et al. 2019). Twitter users can follow any other user with a public profile, enabling
them to seamlessly interact with those who regularly post on the social media site.

The study uses user generated content (UGC) extracted from Twitter relating to brandbrand conversations. The approach that was adopted in identifying these conversations came
to be based on the following steps:


Step 1: A search engine (Google) was first used to look for band-brand posts that had
gained enough momentum to be featured in relevant news sites (such as Adweek,
AdAge, Econsultancy, and Mashable). For that purpose, the search criteria embedded
keywords such as “brand-brand posts”, “brands talking to each other on Twitter” and
“Twitter brand campaigns”. The search results listed back several brand-brand
conversations with their direct link to the original post in Twitter.



Step 2: These tweets were accordingly accessed within the Twitter platform and had
their followers’ comments downloaded, analyzed, and categorized under their
respective themes.



Step 3: Other brand-brand tweets were then searched for within the downloaded
followers’ comments, as many of them cross-tagged or had mentioned similar tweets
by other brands. Accordingly, and following this snowballing effect, these additional
brand-brand conversations were searched for within Twitter’s timeline, downloaded,
analyzed, and added to the different thematic categories.

In total, 17,136 comments were downloaded into one database and analyzed. The analyzed
comments were not confined to any particular region or country, but rather spanned across
several geographies (analyzed tweets came from the U.S., Europe, Middle-East and Asia). The
tweets’ dates ranged between the year 2012 and 2018.
Since the analysis was inductive thematic, the codes were inspired from the data
collected, reflecting consumers’ opinions and reflections on the brand-brand relational
moment. The key themes were identified from the conducted analysis and ensuing coding
process (Braun and Clarke 2006). In order to ensure a high degree of reliability, two researchers
coded separately the data into the different themes. These two iterations were then compared
to ensure that the thematic coding reflected well the categories that the comments were put
into. No inconsistencies were reported as the separate coding iterations resulted in the
identification of the same key themes.
The themes were accordingly based on consumers’ comments relating to given brandbrand tweets. These comprised consumers’ perception of the brand-brand tweet. In other
words, the themes categorized the type of the message sent between different brands as
perceived by their followers. Once the different themes were finalized, the following additional

data sources were integrated into the database: “who” the brand was targeting (e.g. a
competitor, indirect competitors, partner, etc…), “why” the brand engaged in such conversation
(e.g. to build awareness, to build hype, to retain customers, to reflect on the brand’s personality,
etc…), “when” the brand tweeted (e.g. was it part of a planned campaign, was it in response to
an initial tweet by the other brand, was it proactive based on a given event, etc…). The “what”
data source became accordingly the type of message the brand sent, which is the initial data
that was first coded from consumers’ perceptions.
The overall integration of these different data sources resulted in 6 typologies that defined the
different brand-brand relational moments.
Discussion of the Findings
The integration of the different data sets provided a thorough understanding on the typology of
brand-brand relational moments. The first relational moment (RM-1), friend supporting,
happens within a cordial context whereby the targeted brand is either a non-competing, partner
or allied brand, and in some cases a competitor. The main reason(s) for this relational moment
to occur is that when a sudden or unplanned event had happened that would have affected the
other brand. The tone of the conversation becomes supportive and friendly, promoting the
brand’s own values and garnering trust and affection from its own followers and customers.
An example on this particular RM is when Extra Stores, a leading electronics store in Saudi
Arabia, had a major fire in its Jeddah outlet located next to Ikea. Ikea Jeddah then tweeted a
supportive message for its neighbor asking them if they would need anything they could
support them with. Extra Stores replied back in kind, and followers of both brands were jubilant
in their comments on that particular RM where one brand is reaching out to help another.
Another example was when Leicester City football club’s owner tragically died from a
helicopter’s crash, several English Premier league teams such as Manchester United, Liverpool
and Manchester City tweeted a message of support to the club. Followers of different football
clubs were highly supportive of those comments, seeing rivalries disappear when the football
world unites under such circumstances.
Rival confrontation and bullying (RM-2) is the complete opposite of RM-1, whereby the
context of the conversation occurs in a highly competitive and aggressive situation. The brand
looks for an opportunity to use against its competitor with the aim that it goes viral. These
moments are usually created out of response to a competitor’s post or campaign, or even in
response to a follower’s tweet while in some cases they are pre-planned as part of a campaign.

This particular RM seems to be the most used pattern on Twitter as confrontations and bullying
usually get the highest number of re-tweets, followers’ engagement, and interest from the news,
making the story highly viral. One example is when in 2012 Old Spice tweeted “Why is it that
‘fire sauce’ isn't made with any real fire? Seems like false advertising.” Taco Bell responded
with “@OldSpice Is your deodorant made with really old spices?”. Old Spice ended it with
“@TacoBell Depends. Do you consider volcanos, tanks and freedom to be spices?”.
Followers enjoyed the "fight" between the two brands.
Another example in 2017 is when Hulu tweeted “Streaming only on Hulu. Not on
Netflix. Try your free trial today!”. “Welcome to your tape” is what Netflix later replied in
a reference to its hit series 13 Reasons Why, hinting to a suicidal thought linked to this
message in that series. This encounter generated around 3,200 comments.
Similarly, in 2017, we had T-Mobile airing a Super Bowl spot spoofing the movie “50
Shades of Grey”. Verizon responded with a tweet “Yes @Tmobile, we're into BDSM. Bigger
coverage map, Devastating Speed, and Massive capacity.” This tweet generated more than
7,000 comments and retweets and was considered funny and aggressive by many.
Nonetheless, it also got a lot of backlash since many considered the whole encounter as
inappropriate.
Another example was back in 2013 when a fan tweeted “Can tell I like chocolate a bit
too much when I'm following @oreo and @kitkat haha”. KitKat tweeted Oreo with "The fight
for @Laura_ellenxx's affections is on. @oreo your move #haveabreak", challenging Oreo to
a game of tic-tac-toe. Oreo tweeted back with “Sorry, @kitkat we couldn't resist...
#GiveOreoABreak”, showing a picture where the KitKat bar is bitten in the tic-tac-toe grid
which followers seemed to view as funny and brilliant while others viewed it as immature.
An additional example is when IHOP tweeted “WE ARE THE PANCAKE OG AND
WILL BE RESPECTED AS SUCH”. Denny's replied with “wait what's OG mean”, sparking
a comment from IHOP; “spoken like 2nd place”. This was seen by followers as aggressive
and funny at the same time. This tweet had more than 18,000 retweets and 33,000 likes.
Finally, one example on a pre-planned confrontation was in 2017 when Burger King
tweeted to McDonald’s “*Sees clown* Nope. *Goes to BK*”. This tweet was targeting
McDonald’s, which the majority of followers got and saw as funny. This tweet had 4,600
retweets and 5,800 likes.
The third RM, cooperative play (RM-3), focuses on non-competing and/or partner brands to
co-create value. These are usually announcements that tag other brands. Examples on this RM

are as follows; in 2018 TSM tweeted, “We are thrilled to announce our new partner,
@drpepper! https://tsm.gg/news/dr-pepper-and-tsm …” the comments showed that most
people loved both brands getting together. This generated 530 retweets and 5,700 likes.
Another example was when Uber tweeted, “We’ve teamed up with @Spotify to bring your
music to your Uber. Learn more at http://uber.com/spotify #UberSpotify”. This had 542
retweets back in 2014. Additionally, this RM was also present when H&M tweeted “Gear up!
A first look at the #ALEXANDERWANGxHM collaboration w /@AlexanderWangNY”.
The fourth RM, humorous romance (RM-4), is a conversation tactic that some brands employ
to build some hype and stay top of mind (TOM). The type of the sent messages is romantic,
though fake in a humorous way. It sometimes links to the brand’s own personality and
characteristics, making it a relevant relational moment. One high-profile example is when
Burger King invited Wendy’s to the prom night in May 2018 showcasing on Twitter a picture
of its storefront sign stating “@Wendys prom?”. Wendy’s responded back positively with “Ok,
but don’t get handsy and we have to be home by 10”. Burger King replied with a “she said
yes!” and “looking forward to it. Let’s aim for king and queen of prom”. This relational
moment was labeled by followers as fast food romance which gathered more than 420,000 likes
and 3,000 comments.
Another example is when Minecraft tweeted to Nintendo America and Xbox after they
announced their cooperation. “Well since you two seem so lovey-dovey now, why not try
building something like this? Have fun!”. A picture of a heart in the Minecraft game was under
the tweet. This viewed the relationship to be a kind of romantic between the brands. The tweet
had 1,700 retweets and 15,000 likes. Furthermore, in 2016 when GoPro and Red Bull partnered,
a follower tweeted: “The #RedBull & #GoPro global partnership seems a match made in
heaven. Surprised it took them so long to get in bed together really.” GoPro later replied with
“@Redbull had to at least take us to dinner first...#GoPro”.
The fifth RM (RM-5) focuses on promoting higher-end values and emotional bonding whereby
the brand puts the emphasis on certain CSR initiatives to promote trust and favorable intentions
towards the brand. The message has a friendly tone and is usually pre-planned. One example
is when Burger King suggested to McDonald’s to launch a “MacWhopper” as a ceasefire in
the burger wars, raising awareness on the non-profit organization “Peace One Day”.
McDonald’s rejected the idea, bringing backlash from thousands of followers.

Also, one very interesting tweet that involved the input of several brands was back in
2015, when Amazon India started a chain of tweets around its “Aur Dikhao” campaign (show
more) that taps into the Indian culture by tweeting “@Zomato Loved all the logos you used
in the last 6 months. Was #AurDikhao the brief to your designer? :)”. Zomato replied with
“@amazonIN You should've seen the ones that didn't make the cut ;)” while featuring a picture
of Amazon’s logo with the word “Zomato” instead of “Amazon”. This tweet alone had more
than 1,200 retweets. Amazon further replied with “@Zomato That put a smile on our face ;)”
with a logo of Zomato “the spoon” but including the arrow of Amazon as the smiley mouth.
What was interesting enough is to see such an RM progress slowly into the humorous romance
area (RM-5) as other brands joined the conversation. Flatchat replied to both with
“@amazonIN @Zomato Aww! Get a room you two! If you can't find one, download Flatchat
and we'll help you find one ;)”. Urban Ladder was also involved and tweeted “@amazonIN
@Zomato We have mattresses, if things get a little more serious. http://bit.ly/1aeAG28
@FlatchatAp”. Then Durex India joined the conversation and tweeted “@Zomato Spooning
can lead to forking. Play safe: http://amzn.to/1CFSIBc @amazonIN @FlatchatApp
@UrbanLadder”, changing Zomato’s logo to include a fork instead of a spoon and the Durex
logo down in the right corner. Finally, BankBazaar.com tweeted, “@DurexIndia 98%
effective. We've got Insurance to cover those 2% slips ;) @Zomato @amazonIN
@FlatchatApp @UrbanLadder”. The tweets generated a total of 2,100 retweets.
Lastly, RM-6, playing the game, is based on a planned conversation with another brand to
promote a joint feature versus other brands. The two brands would have already planned the
relational moment with a specific key objective. One example is when Nintendo America
tweeted “Hey @Xbox, since we can play together in @Minecraft now, did you want to build
something?”. Xbox replied with “Our bodies are ready. What are we building?”. These
tweets were planned for to mock Sony PlayStation’s approach on not allowing cross-platform
support. Together, both tweets had a total of more than 2,800 comments, 17,400 retweets and
80,000 likes.
This RM is also based on targeting other non-competing brands with the aim to spark
a conversation that would promote the new brand feature. The reactions are usually candid,
sometimes even childish. One example was in late 2013 when Honda introduced a new minivan
that had a built-in vacuum cleaner. Honda picked up on 60 brands that sell snacks and toys.
Many of these brands (such as Oreo, Nestle Candy Shop, Yoplait Yogurt and Hellmann’s)

chose to respond and to play the game with Honda. Even Febreze and Pepsi joined the
conversation increasing the overall campaign’s total impressions.
Table 1 lists and summarizes the typology of brand-brand relational moments.
INSER HERE: Table 1 – A Typology of Brand-Brand Relational Moments

Following the typology and analysis of the 6 brand-brand relational moments, RM-2 (rival
confrontation and bullying) was found to be the only RM with a high value co-destruction
direction. While all other five RMs were relatively grounded on a value co-creation path, RM1 (friend supporting) was found to be highest in relation to this component.
From an intensity level perspective, RM-2 (rival confrontation and bullying) and RM4 (humorous romance) were found to have the highest impact (based on the combination of
likes, retweets, quantity and intensity of comments, and having the RM featured in several
news outlets). No single RM was found to have a low impact level alongside a value codestruction direction. Figure 1 maps visually the relational moments based on (a) the value cocreation / co-destruction direction and (b) the intensity and impact level of each RM.

INSER HERE: Figure 1 – Relational Moments Mapping

Implications
From a scholarly perspective, this study adds a new perspective to the brand relationship
literature. While most of the literature discuss today the brand-consumer relationship, no
special attention has been given yet to brand-brand relationships. While social media makes it
easier to have a two-way communication pattern between brands and consumers, the same
facilitates potential conversations between brands themselves. Such conversations become
increasingly important in light of the sheer volume of followers who would see their perception
and relationship with these brands affected based on brands’ conversational behavior. As
brands are becoming more and more personified in the Web 2.0 era, every aspect of their
behaviors, conversations and posts will become closely intertwined with their perceived
personality, identity and values.

Managerial implications are sizeable. Brand management will become ever more
complex as brand-brand conversations should be well scrutinized so that they do not become
at odds with the set brand personality and values. Failing to integrate the communication
strategy with brand relational moments would lead to a schizophrenic brand that would confuse
consumers. Indeed, community management on social networking sites will not be confined
anymore to managing the relationship with consumers but will also be based on managing a
conversational triangulation between the company’s brand, consumers, and other brands. As
these three parties join the overall conversation, the brand-consumer relationship will be coowned with other brands. While the own brand-consumer relationship would still aim to foster
favorable feelings and intentions such as engagement, brand love, similarity, trust, commitment
and loyalty (Algesheimer et al. 2005; Gustafsson et al. 2005; Sung and Campbell 2009; Valta
2011), the competing consumer relationship with other brands might lead to an own brand hate,
cheating, switching and sabotaging (Grégoire and Fisher 2008; Farah 2017a; Farah 2017b;
Msaed et al. 2017; Zgheib 2017). Ultimately, this would lead to value co-creation or codestruction from the ensuing three-way communication pattern which will be reinforced by
consumer-consumer conversations (see figure 2).
INSERT HERE: Figure 2 – Triangulation of the brand-brand-consumer conversation
While some opportunities might arise, the risks are much greater. Certain brand managers
might drag their counterparts to react to certain provocations, leading them to act in a way that
contradicts their posts on other channels or platforms. The brand would be then viewed as
having dissociative identity disorder, or multiple personalities, whereby it is seen to act in a
certain way on one platform, and in different way on another. In the age of omni-channel
marketing where consumers engage with brands on multiple touchpoints and expect one
integrated brand experience, this will be a major concern.
Furthermore, brand managers should be aware that they would need to diversify their
brands’ relational moments. Indeed, if brands become too focused on one single brand and
alongside it a single pattern of conversations, followers might feel alienated and out of the
conversation that they initially joined.
Conclusion
This research is among the first to establish the grounds for a brand-brand relationship
alongside a typology for such relational moments. The findings put into perspective relational

patterns between brands whether they were initially intended and planned for or not by their
respective companies. While most of the literature today focus on relational bonding and
building between brands and consumers, the present research shows that brand-brand
relationship moments could also be an influencing factor on consumers’ brand perceptions.
This study is not without limitations due to its qualitative nature, its focus on one social
networking site (Twitter), and the selection of specific brand-brand encounters which might
limit the generalizability of the findings. Accordingly, future research could study other
communication platforms and select a broader and vaster numbers of brand-brand encounters,
alongside testing quantitatively the different relational moments to expand on this initial study.
Moreover, future research could look into the relationship patterns over time, strategic shifts in
the positioning of the messages, antecedents and consequences of such relationships in relation
to the different positive/negative used directions. Future studies could also look at developing
a brand-brand hate taxonomy emanating from negative relationships and their subsequent
consequences on consumers. Furthermore, future research could look into building a model,
depicting through qualitative and quantitative approaches with brand managers as well as with
consumers, the areas that brands should be focusing on when connecting with other brands.
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